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Your ITALIAN DMC



The family-owned, boutique DMC specializes in tailor-made special

interest tours all over Italy.

The company was founded in 2008 and has expanded to a team of

15 women.

Agricultural tours, incentive travel, seminaries, cultural tours, and

VIP and luxury travel are some of the company’s niches with a

focus on the non-classical and attention to the smallest details for

a unique experience.

OUR MISSION

Work smart

Act with urgency

Experience

Fresh minds

Team strength

OUR VISION

Innovative frameworks

Looking towards the future

Be creative, inspired and original 

Personalized final touch in programs

Keeping our knowhow updated

Your ITALIAN DMC
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Acquaforte = etched engraving

Etched engraving is a complex technique which creates

unique and original engravings because the matrix is

employed in the production of only a very few copies and

then slashed to avoid its being re-used.

This makes each engraving highly valuable and we, as real

“travel engravers”, design tailor made unique itinerary

ideas according to your needs.

Our suggestions and our professionalism are the key to

create unforgettable and special travel projects, events

and activities.
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A dedicated team of 

15 experienced and 

knowledgeable 

travel industry 

professionals

TAILOR MADE
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CUSTOMIZED

We plan and operate 

innovative tours that 

meet specific 

requirements & 

interests of clients

EXCLUSIVE

High level of product 

knowledge & 

experienced caters for 

both special & general 

interest touring 

24 hours a day / 7 day a week 

passengers assistance service for clients travelling with us 
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WE ARE MEMBERS

A network of passionate global organizers who go beyond limits to redefine the travel 

MICE and FIT industry and turn it from a plain logistical arrangement to an absolute life changing 

experience.

Agricultural Tour Operators International (ATOI) is an association of professional tour 

operators specializing in agriculture/rural tourism. ATOI members, coupled with their knowledge 

and understanding of the agriculture industry, are in a unique position to design and 

customize agricultural and farm tour products that are tailor-made to clients’ specific interests. This 

includes 'Farm & Ranch Tours', 'Rural & Cultural Tours', just to name a few.....

16 incoming Tour Operators / 48 destinations for the French market
An association of professionals who are passionate and experts on their destinations to help you create 

your tailor-made individual and group trips.

The radicchio road is a territorial promotion project developed

through thematic tourist routes and packages in the Veneto region. The Member of the

Association must provide visitors and customers with all useful and correct information about

radicchio, typical and artisan products, ingredients and the characteristics of the production

processes.

Guided excursions in nature, to experience together the beauty, traditions 

and flavours of each territory
Unique and tailor-made experiences in nature made for you by 

1 Forestry, 1 Naturalist, 1 Agrotechnician professional,
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NTA is the leading business association for companies and organizations that serve 

customers traveling to, from and within North America. Our 700 buyer members are tour 

operators and travel planners who package travel product domestically and around the world. Our seller 

members — 500 destinations and 1,100 tour suppliers — represent product in all 50 U.S. states, each 

Canadian province and more than 40 other countries. 

http://www.atoi.org/
https://www.receptifsleaders.com/
https://www.stradadelradicchio.it/en/
https://www.beoutside.it/
http://beyond-limits.events/
https://ntaonline.com/
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The Italian Flair

«Dolce Vita»
Marvellous

Landscapes

Undiscovered

rural areas
Traditions &

ancient culture

Gastronomy

& wines

Friendly

Italian people 
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We can combine tours to create hundreds 

of possible itineraries  (few examples below)

Northern Lakes of Italy , 8 Days – 7 nights 

Gran Tour of Italy, Rome , Sorrento,

Florence and Venice  - 15 days , 14 nights 

The South of Italy , 8 days – 7 nights 

The Islands, Sicily and Sardinia

Veneto and Tuscany , 8 Days – 7 Nights 

GROUP TOURS 
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SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS

Agricultural study tours 

Wine and gastronomy tours 

Garden tours for botanical experts and garden lovers

Tour for Architects 

Educational and School Groups 
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OPERA

Organization of choirs competitions

Performing groups 

Themed tours for opera lovers , discovering theaters 

and artists history

Tickets reservation for the best opera performances and 

concerts in major Italian theaters 

Music and Opera Festivals 

THEATER CHOIRS
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Self-drive arrangements 

VIP and exclsuive services

Driving guides throughout the itineraries

Museums ticktes with «skip the line» reservation 

Tours for families and kids 

F.I.T.
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INCENTIVE &
TEAM BUILDING

OUTSTANDING programs

pre-post event programs, including tailored made F.I.T. 

arrangements

Meeting 

Conferences

Gala dinners

Wow Effect

TEAM BUILDING

INCENTIVE
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EVENTS

Brief

Concept

Organization

Communication 

Partner of excellence
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3, 4 & 5 Star Hotels

Boutique hotels 

Luxury resorts  

Home and rural stay accommodation

Business hotels with meeting facilities

ACCOMODATION
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HANDICRAFT
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GASTRONOMY
WINE & FOOD 
EXCELLENCES 
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AGRICULTURAL 
STUDYTOURS
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SPORT ACTIVITIES LEISURE
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ANNIVERSARIES WEDDINGS
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SPECIAL 
OPENINGS

Private Gardens

Private Villas & Palaces

Museums & Churches

Artisans Ateliers

Factories
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GROUP TOURS ,  SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS, 

INCENTIVE, MEETING, EXPERIENCES
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Your Contact

Alice Contiero 

alice@acquaforte.eu

+39 041 464700

http://www.acquaforte.eu/
mailto:alice@acquaforte.eu

